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Human can have inverted data at the time of birht about passed way of ancestors
as well as about his personal life ,,scenario” on the way to go along descendants.
(Critical Care Medicine Institute, Tbilisi, Georgia).

Here is a data about predicting the future. that in most cases humans can predict the future: healthy
representatives Besides genes of “general usage” there are the ones for only “genes for a person” and
the genes “of general usage” which were necessary for his ancestors are out of date and suppressed.
So according to the “scenario” of certain persons the difference in between the genes: which ones
must “rest” and which of them must “work” and in what time and environment.of medical personal
and chronic patients when last mentioned were not in coma but had critical condition. By the way of
hypothesis here is said that there is a possibility of travelling in the future of in the past.
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Introduction: Humans always wanted to know about the future. In addition there is a great interest
in passed way by our ancestors. Besides satisfaction of the interest, humans will be able to avoid
future mistakes by means of past experience. This will also maintain the progress of civilization and
will make easier to solve many problems. It should be noted that mankind have a lot of information
about this issue. But it is considered that ability of “recovery” of the past and “predict” the future is a
fate of a few persons. It requires a special talent. This work is a first attempt to popularize those
persons who were represented as staff of the critical care medicine. From this point of view it is
significant that these possibilities and abilities were evaluated in patients with critical condition. In
order to simplify the perception these work is answering on questions.

• what is life?- life is genetically determined as function of substance that is produced
over and over.
• What are forms of life?- life forms include: “old or independent life” and “associated” life; by
it own the last one can be divided by “invalid’s life”, “life of psychically disorder person” and “new
or vegetative condition” and “newest life or critical condition”. Existence of associated life is
possible by means of taking care by other life. Moreover, existence of critical life is achieved by
means of special working devices and stuff of special level which work in adequate environment. It
Is not excluded to create new forms of life in the future.
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What is a “scenario” of life?- life scenario is an information”placed” in human genome which
is transferred in child organism at the birth-time by means of parents’ sexual or somatic cells’ DNA
molecule’s certain chains. Consequently person carries on the program of death and life
simultaneously. It is obvious that in this molecule of DNA there is recorded defining information
about a person’s psychic, physical and intellectual characteristics but in developing these abilities
environment, family, society, economic, social-political and other factors and conditions make sense
too. Finally all these above create a story of life in which a person takes place. Consequently in order
to have those characteristics and abilities, a person must be supported by the environmental
conditions of life. This would be easier if besides personal characteristics there are also “scenario” of
live that a person must “play” in human genome. Besides the future “scenario” there must be passed
life of his ancestors. The case is that this genetic apparatus he gained from ancestors and he is
obliged to give it to posterity. After Lilith left Adam Eva was created in order to be a companion for
life. Eva became a part of Adam and it was difficult for her to leave him. Consequently after creating
Adam, the first citizen of civilization including the last citizen pathetically named “hao”, may be
carry the genetic apparatus with information of the whole humankind. Besides genes of “general
usage” there are the ones for only “genes for a person” and the genes “of general usage” which were
necessary for his ancestors are out of date and suppressed. So according to the “scenario” of certain
persons the difference in between the genes: which ones must “rest” and which of them must “work”
and in what time and environment. But creating of Eva by means of vegetative way generated a
problem. We consider the Y- chromosome that determines male gender of Adam. This chromosome
is so “tired” that it will lose function in near centuries. This surplus of suppression maybe is
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supported by physical and psychological tiredness which is characteristic for everyday routine of
males life. This tiredness will be increased if we consider males’ role in wars and other activities.
This weakness of Y-chromosome is fixed and noted in sub-consciousness, this is not by chance:
nowadays in every language, in Georgian too, we use the word “awesome” in order to explain
something good-good woman-awesome woman, good food-awesome food, good painting-awesome
painting, and so on. Everything that is good and the best is awesome. So subconsciously humans.
What indicates on existence of “life scenario”?- the fact that past life is recorded in human
genome is not a surprise. From this viewpoint we would be more surprised if it did not existed. Each
second human after Adam is an actual copy of him. If in the genome of Adam and Eva there were
fixed “scenario of there life”, it is evident that in genome of the present mankind there is an
information about ancestors’ life. We suppose that “copying” of this information occurs in some
certain structures of and is saved during a life. Are there any places in human genome which contain
the future way that a person must pass, may be they also are sagged in our sub consciousness. If we
admit that from Homo Sapiens or “clever human” until the last “hao” there was created the same
genome this make possible to think that is gives a chance to know not only future of this person but
hit posterity. This consideration some kind is a confession of universe’s end. Consequently besides
past civilizations our one can disappear too. If the each member of civilization will die why there is
not limited time for the whole civilization? For this reason we can suppose that Adam and “hao”
received the similar genomes but in case of Adam there were implemented the first steps of
civilization and in case of “hao”- the final steps of humankind.
Is it possible to determine the information of “life scenario”? probably it is. In this world
there were so many “predictors” that is it impossible that no one were near the truth. The pretension
may have Nostradamus, Vanga and etc. the beginning of this activity started from Medea anyway. It
is important that the name “Medea” who was a daughter of Kolkheti’s king, is associated with two
very difficult activities : Medea-cine and Medea-tation. Moreover, these activities may had the same
basis and after some time they were separated. This was important for the further development of
each direction. Argonauts who came in kolkheti did not wanted golden fleece to be kidnapped
because it seems that things that Medea knew and take from golden fleece according to the rules
“recorded” in it, was possible by means of love. So, in order to the proper usage of golden fleece,
Argonauts need Medea in love and they managed it. Though those must be means and abilities free
from conscious’s influence. The possibility to consider this are conducted works by our institute
which indicates the fact that in most cases humans can predict the future: healthy representatives of
medical personal and chronic patients, accordingly with 65,0 and 63,0 percent were able to predict
the forecast, results of football match,
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likelihood of surviving of patients in clinic and so on. From this point of view the most significant is
that these data was predicted right in 77,0% by critical patients which were in syndrome of “end’s
beginning”, had picture of encephalopathy and free sub-consciousness because of suppressing of
consciousness. It should be noted that the fact of predication is seen during meditation, praying and
the similar activities which are marked by growing of sub-consciousness. The significant aid can
have dancing, singing and such activities so that to reach this ecstasy; we may reckon that “Georgian
Ballet”, known all over the world, carried such function. The same is about Georgian folk music like
“Krimanchuli”. These considerations become more realistic if we consider the influence of canticles
and classic meditational music in treating patients in critical conditions, namely, such alteration in
brain blood circulation and electric activation that creates actuality of using music tunes with such
patients.
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What possibilities gives a knowledge about “life scenario?”- first of all it gaves chance to
analyze ancestors passed life and their mistakes. By means of it it will be easier to avoid problems in
future. It will be simplier if we know our future. The one who knows the past is strong and who
knows the future is the strongest. In this case the problem is if we can change a “life scenario” or
make corrections in it? We must consider that genous theraphy by the way of genous engineering
will give possibility of removing undesirable passages as we want. From this point of view
representatives of Homo Sapiens must change the final of “scenario”. It makes practicable to save
the civilization.

Conclusion: on the primary stages of critical conditios there occur activation of subconsciousness
and suppression of consciousness that is association with strengthening of predicting the future in
critical patients. The possibility of having humans the genome which includes information about
their ancestors passed life and the future of posterity is a hypothetic character and needs further
researches.
z.xelaZe,zv.xelaZe
adamians SesaZloa dabadebidanve gadaecemodes winaprebis mier gavlili,
agreTve misi da STamomavlobis mier gasavleli cxovrebis ,,scenari”.
(kritikuli medicinis instituti, Tbilisi, saqarTvelo)

motanilia janmrTel adamianebSi da kritikul avadmyofebSi
momavlis
ganWvretis
Sesaxeb
warmoebuli
kvlevis
Sedegebi.
janmrTelebs
warmoadgendnen
kritikuli
medicinis
samsaxuris
TanamSromlebi.
avadmyofebs ki amave institutis pacientebi. avadmyofebs sicocxlisaTvis
saSiSi mdgomareoba gamowveuli iyo sxvadasxva mizeziT. yvela maTgans
hqondaT gamoxatuli encefalopaTiis suraTi, magram arcerTi madgani
imyofeboda
komis
mdgomareobaSi.
dadginda,
rom
momavlis
winaswarmetyvelebis
unari
axasiaTebs
yvela
adamians,
Tumca
es
SesaZlebloba ufro metad aReniSneboda kritikul avadmyofebs. varaudoben,
rom momavlis winaswarmetyvelebis SesaZlebloba unda „damarxuli“ iyos
adamianis qvecnobierSi. kritikuli mdgomareobisas ki xdeba am qvecnobieris
„ganTavisufleba“ cnobierebis daTrgunvis gamo. gamoTqmulia hipoTeza
adamianis genomSi civilizaciis „cxovrebis scenaris“ arsebobis Sesasxeb,
romelic memkvidreobiT unda gadaecemodes pirovnebas miTiTebulia, rom
TiToeul individSi SesaZloa „muSaobdes mxolod „saerTo“ da am
„individisaTvis“ damaxasiaTebeli genebi. sxva genebi ki „damunjebulni’’
unda iyvnen, maT Soris winaprebisa da STamomavlebis „cxovrebis scenaris“
amsaxveli genebi. hipoTezis saxiT aRniSnulia agreTve, rom es SesaZloa
iyos adamianis ,,warsulSi“ da „momavalSi“ mogzaurobis safuZveli.
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